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Abstract

The worldwide trend of aging is highlighting the importance of the silver generation as a major consumer group for various industries. In particular, the necessity of mobile services for the silver generation in the IT industry is increasing. The purpose of this research is to develop a smartphone utilization plan by analyzing the needs of developing mobile services applying the characteristics of the silver generation on smartphones and by studying the smartphone acceptance factors.
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1. Introduction

The global population is aging rapidly and especially the aging rate of Korea is most rapid in the world. Due to this worldwide aging phenomenon industries targeting the silver generation are increasingly receiving attention. With the development of information-communications technology, cellphones have become a daily necessity that cannot be separated from our daily lives. Cellphones are developing with technological changes, leading to higher performance, miniaturization, lightening in weight; and these developments demand more complicated and difficult interaction abilities. However, generally the aged silver generations have trouble in using small-sized multimedia devices such as cellphones or PMPs due to their physical and psychological limitations followed by aging. Moreover it is predicted that the silver generation will also become a major consumer group for small-sized electronic devices in the IT related industries. Therefore, the necessity of mobile services for the silver generation is increasing. However currently inadequate amount of research related to smartphone services for the silver generation has been achieved domestically, and research related to smartphone mobile services has been focused mainly on developing user interface design. In fact, it is difficult to find researches related to using needs analysis and development strategies, which are fundamental parts to consider in order to develop mobile services. In this sense, research on the smartphone utilization plan for the silver generation is greatly required. Smartphones targeting the silver generation should be polished and classy while considering the hobbies and emotions of the users rather than focusing on the inconveniences followed by their declining physical functions such as deteriorating eyesight.
2. Research Objectives and Methods

The purpose of this research is to propose a utilization plan for smartphones by applying factors that decide the acceptance of smartphones based on the understanding of the silver generation’s emotions, values and experiences. Every time with the advent of new media, researches regarding acceptance of new media attempted to explain the utilization process of the new media and the media environment. From an academic perspective, the importance of this research is in that it studied and analyzed systematically to analyze the acceptance factors processes of a new media, smartphones. The majority of existing researches contemplated the characteristics of the media from a functional perspective, however in this research the characteristics of the silver generation was analyzed as passive users from a interaction perspective. In this sense, this research has academic significance as it has attempted to discuss about a new research system based on a cognitive process using reflection and reference (Constantiou, 2009).
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3. Smartphone Utilization Plan Based on the Characteristics of the Silver Generation

Current mobile devices have various functions integrated in a small-sized device in order to satisfy the various demands of consumers, making it difficult to operate and utilize
Therefore it is very important to understand the motives, the drives and the behaviors of the smartphone users when consuming media and their level of satisfaction. Katz 1959 focused on, from a consumer’s position, what people do with mass media rather than what mass media does to the people. People of the modern society try to satisfy their desires through media. Therefore this research suggests a utilization plan through technological integration for the silver generation pursuing emotional satisfaction, which can be achieved by applying the individual values on smartphones. Especially through in-depth interviews, the fundamental process that derives emotional values, situated deep within the inner side of certain targets of the new silver generation, is examined.

Smartphones are examples of two representative technological tendencies: extension of function and minimization of device. A small-sized screen and limited number of buttons, etc., present hardship in performance of function, the importance of usability and utility, which allow users to utilize products effectively, is therefore emphasized (Lindholm and Keinonen, 2003). As the development of technology and assimilation of product quality make the distinctions between products meaningless, consumers’ emotional factor acts as an important directive decision making factor.

Firstly, the concept diagram Figure 3 depicts the integration of contents existing inside the mobile device, the outer appearance of smartphone, and applications producing mobile contents while also showing value creation of the silver generation through integrated technology, design and emotional values. Based on the wireless network integrated with user emotions, mutual relation can be formed and users can share their contents and thoughts. Especially, contents connected to the wireless network can be shared with anyone, anywhere and anytime through mobile devices, and reproduced into a form suitable to the respective characteristics of different media.

![Figure 3. Contents Development Concept Diagram](image)

Based on the contents development concept mentioned above, when categorizing the characteristics of the established development environment of the new product, which integrated the contents of mobile devices, the universal design for external appearance and the emotional values of the new silver generation, there are 3 perspectives to consider.
The Relationship between Contents and Appearance of Mobile Devices

The newly developed design can be divided into two parts: the contents as the inner part of the mobile device and the appearance as the outer part. In fact, external designs such as the appearance of mobile devices influence convenience and satisfaction of users. Companies put great efforts to develop new designs for mobile devices. This creates added value and identity of the device. Likewise, new mobile device corresponding to the emotions of the silver generation should be produced. The newly created design will become a point of contact with the information society for the silver generation and a bridge connecting generations.

The inner contents, as the combination of technology with the form of application, should be composed of a form that can maximize the significance and values of the silver generation, based on the technological characteristics of mobile device. Moreover, the inner contents must have the function of supplying a platform for collective intelligence by making resources open, sharing and participating convenient for all silver generation users. Under these circumstances, the newly formed collective intelligence will create new product value.

Increase of Usability

The newly developed design realizes real time network information sharing by applying mobile device technology that allows real time network access. Majority of users in the modern society have communication and record storage devices such as mobile phones or digital cameras, but in reality it is two times more difficult for the silver generation than the young generation to use these devices. Therefore, by planning based on universal design, this digital core technology aims to increase usability.

Network products such as newly developed PDP, image viewer, digital accessories can create combined product value by integrating with contents created by users participation through digital devices connected to the wireless internet environment. Such products are one of the items for creating profit in the new business area. This will not only increase value with concepts of entertainment and ownership but also continuously maintain and develop the new market of the IT industry through persistent development of items.

Mobile Network of the New Products

The new products utilize the digital application system that allows network access anytime and anywhere, which is one of the key features of effective information exchange for mobiles. Information that can be shared through the advanced technology offered by mobile devices can be exchanged in various forms such as text messages, images, and video files, and at the same time real time uploading and downloading will become possible. The optimal condition for maximizing the emotional values of the silver generation can be achieved with the integration of mobile devices. Such mobile device technology will lead to developing various applications and this will become a new business item applicable anywhere.
4. Conclusion and Future Research Directions

The ultimate aim of this research development is to understand the silver generation’s needs and make improvements, which can enhance their participation and satisfaction by reflecting the silver generation’s emotional values while gratifying the trend of mobile devices. At the same time, by creating a new business model appropriate for the new paradigm of mobile devices (smart phones), this research will help companies to expand new business areas. Also with the purpose of increasing mobile usability by reflecting the emotional value of the silver generation, this research is significant in that it suggests an integrated method combining inner contents, universal design, mobile device technology, and emotional values of the new silver generation. In future studies it is necessary to go one step further from the suggested integrated method to reflect reviews and feedbacks through direct participation of the silver generation. In order to fulfill this, the number of silver generation smart phone users must increase in advance and by analyzing many participants the characteristics of the silver generation with various lifestyles can be subdivided into details. With the purpose of enhancing mobile usability by reflecting the emotional values of the silver generation, this research will emerge as an exemplary smartphone utilization plan for the silver generation, as it suggests not only the internal contents and external designs but also an integrated method connecting mobile device technology and emotional values of the silver generation.
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